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1
REPORT OF THE EXPERT MEETING FOR THE PREPARATION
OF THE FIFTH BIENNIAL REVIEW OF THE GLOBAL CLIMATE SYSTEM
(Washington D.C. USA, 28 - 31 March 1994)

1.

Organization of the meeting

1.1

Opening remarks

On behalf of the WMO Secretariat, and the World Climate Programme Department,
Mr. Scholefield welcomed the participants {see Annex 1 ) to the meeting. He stated the importance
of the Review as an informative and reflective document on the status and evolution of the global
climate system that nicely complements the WMO Climate System Monitoring monthly bulletin and
annual WMO Statement on the Status of the Global Climate. He noted the succession of
improvements in the previous reviews. In this regard, he thanked Mr. D. Phillips for the excellent
work he did in assembling and editing the 4th biennial review and urged the experts to continue the
tradition of introducing new and improved means of presenting CSM information.
1.2

Election and comments of the chairman

Mr. David Phillips was elected chairman of the meeting. In his introductory comments he
thanked those present who contributed to the successful publishing of the 4th biennial review. He
outlined his expectations of the meeting which included:
finalizing the table of contents;
hearing the presentations of the experts;
recognizing gaps and getting additional material;
obtaining early drafts of material with high quality text and legible, clear graphics;
assigning leads for each chapter; and
scheduling subsequent tasks to meet the target of publishing the review before the
end of 1994.
1.3

Adoption of the agenda
The provisional agenda was reviewed and adopted (see Annex 2).

2.

Previous editions of the Global Climate System Review

2.1

History, Contents and Purpose

The chairman reviewed the history of the publication commenting specifically on
improvements that were incorporated with each subsequent edition. For example, the third review
was the first to adopt a headline approach to highlighting the major climatic anomalies and feature
improved colour graphics. The 4th Review covered a broader spectrum of the global climate system
and set a new standard for layout and graphics. The continued joint sponsorship by WMO and UNEP
was appreciated.
In the discussion on the purpose, several aspects were raised. The Review serves to make
readers aware of the evolution and variability of the global climate system, attempting to set short
term variability in an historical context. It is an excellent reference document on current climate
issues and serves a valuable educational role in this regard. It is also serves to demonstrate to WMO
members the usefulness of the climate data and products provided by their countries and regional
centres. The preparation phase of the Review provides an opportunity for CSM experts from around
the world to exchange information on the global climate system, thereby contributing to a greater
understanding of the system.

2.2

Critique of the fourth Edition

A lengthy discussion took place based on the most recent edition but there were a number
of concerns related to practices which have been followed in all previous editions. The following
suggestions relate to these general concerns:
1.

There was unanimous agreement that this document needs a clearly identified date, number
and organization, such as an IBSN and/or WMO number, so that it can be more effectively
referred to;

2.

The need for a more meaningful title such as the "Global Climate System Review" was aiso
raised and agreed to by all participants;

3.

The foreword to the document should be rewritten to reflect the evolution of the product and
emphasize its purpose;

4.

The "quasi-biennial" period of the review seems appropriate but the expert meeting in
preparation of the review should be held closer to the end of the review period;

5.

A much improved and wider distribution is needed, which could be accomplished by marketing
(e.g. prepare and distribute a leaflet), and extending distribution to relevant universities, all
national climate and meteorological centres as well as P.R.s of WMO Member countries;

6.

Once the distribution of the document has been suitably increased, then a client survey should
be conducted to obtain input which could enhance the quality and usefulness of the review;

7.

If the cost of the publication becomes prohibitive, then cost recovery measures should be
considered with a separate mailing list maintained for those who continue to receive it at no
cost;

8.

Feature some key pages from the Review on the proposed WMO anonymous FTP electronic
bulletin board; and,

9.

In producing the annual WMO statement on the status of the global climate, the purpose,
goals and material used in the Global Review should be taken into consideration to avoid
unnecessary duplication of effort and material.

Additional suggestions pertaining specifically to improvements over the fourth Review are as
follows:
10.

Address information gaps on the Antarctic, Pacific Basin, South America, Australian monsoon
and the status of the QBO;

11.

Try to improve on standardizing graphic figures with more complete reference information in
the captions, particularly time series graphs;

12.

Reduce the amount of blank spaces on the pages, which could be accomplished by using
desktop publishing technology and infilling with pictorial material;

13.

Wherever possible, extreme events should be set in an historical perspective;

14.

The editor should continue to work closely with the printer to ensure the expected high quality
of the publication is maintained;

15.

More prominence should be given to recognizing the contributors, especially the editor;

16.

The decision to conduct the expert presentations at the meeting by chapter rather than an all
encompassing presentation by each expert was successful in focussing the discussion on
specific topics; and,

17.

Extend the use of captions with a "story in them" and continue the use of sidebars.

3.

Overview Presentations

On a chapter by chapter basis, presentations were given by all participants who had relevant
input into each topic. This allowed for a concentrated discussion of each topic and made it easier to
identify gaps related to each topic.
4.

Visit to the Climate Analysis Centre

The participants spent the afternoon of 30 March 1994 visiting the Climate Analysis Centre
where numerous climate system products are produced on a routine operational basis. They also
visited the operational floor of NMC, in the same building, where real-time weather and océanographie
products are produced.
5.

Future steps in the Production of the Fifth Biennial Review

A list was compiled of future actions for each of the participants which, in some cases,
included contacting additional experts not in attendance who might be able to make a significant
contribution to the publication and fill in identified gaps in information. Participants were asked to
provide their updated information to Chapter leads by May 10 1994 with copies t o the editor and the
WMO Secretariat. Subsequently, the Chapter leads were asked to get their draft chapters to the
editor by 1 June 1994 with a copy to the WMO Secretariat.
6.

Closure of the meeting
The meeting adjourned at 1300 hours on 31 March 1994.
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SUMMARY REPORT OF THE EXPERT MEETING FOR THE PREPARATION
OF THE SIXTH GLOBAL CLIMATE SYSTEM REVIEW
{Geneva, 4 to 7 June 1996)

1.

ORGANIZATION OF THE MEETING

1.1

Opening remarks

On behalf of the WMO Secretariat, and the World Climate Programme Department, Mr
P. Scholefield welcomed the participants (see Annex A) to the meeting.
1.2

Election of the Chairperson
Mr Mike Crowe was elected Chairman of the meeting

1.3

Adoption of the Agenda
The provisional agenda was reviewed and adopted (see Annex B).

2.

PREVIOUS EDITIONS OF THE GLOBAL CLIMATE SYSTEM REVIEW

2.1

History, Contents and Purpose

Mr Scholefield noted both the reference and educational values of the Climate System
Review, the next edition being the sixth. He emphasized the importance of continuity with earlier
editions, but also the need to broaden perspectives; thus there was scope for new material on
glaciology, GCOS, GTOS, GOOS, etc. However, because of the funding situation, with no UNEP
input, it would be necessary to reduce the size of the Review.
It was agreed in view of the funding difficulties that urgent Secretariat
investigation was needed on charging (except NMHSs), sponsorship (including
by agencies involved in the Climate Agenda, educational firms), and support
from countries (e.g. Canada for the graphics).
Printing costs were about Sfr. 55K and distribution about Sfr. 25K (5,000 were
printed but not all distributed). Thought should be given to raising a charge to
recover part of the cost.
It was necessary to ensure more timely issue than for the fifth edition. It
would be beneficial for the editor to work more closely with printers.
A proposal was also made to reduce costs by using lighter, environmentally
friendly paper. Other cost cutting measures were discussed under agenda item
2.2.
2.2

Guidance on content and structure, also noting the Report of the 1994 Expert's Meeting
It was agreed that the 6th report needed a preamble on the frontispiece
describing how reference should be made to the Review, including probably
guidance that primary references should be source material listed at the end of
the Review.
It was agreed that "Climate System Monitoring" should be dropped from the
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front page and that the preferred title should be "The Global Climate System
Review" followed by the period. Editions 1-5 should be included in the
reference list, and referred to on the inside cover. An explanation that the
Review is a CSM Project should be in the Foreword, together with reference
to this being the sixth edition.
It was agreed that an entry would be placed on the WMO home page
concerning the availability of the 5th edition, and that distribution of the 6th
edition {in toto) via the World Wide Web (noting commercial problems) would
be investigated. The home page may also be used to conduct a user survey
on quality and usefulness.
It was agreed that whilst literal duplication of the content of the Annual
Statement and Biennial Reviews must be avoided, some overlapping of content
will be natural. It was agreed there is a need for both, and many incidents of
praise for the Biennial Review were noted. There was full Congress/EC support
although it was not a mandatory publication. A recommendation was made,
since there was now an annual statement, that a 3-yearly review may be more
appropriate. However, it was agreed that period of the sixth review should be
December '93 - May '96.
It was agreed that a wide geographic survey will continue to be reflected in the
Review.
It was agreed that drafts should be distributed back to the Committee for
"peer" review. However, the process must not hold up production to any
significant extent.
It was agreed that the following cost cutting measures must be examined:
no invited papers
reducing size to about 100 pages
using two, not three columns
reducing margins
not using full colour but using shades of one colour where possible
reducing font size (slightly)
reducing sizes of some diagrams, especially where they convey little
information
eliminating blank pages
It was agreed that the Editor must work closely with designers and publishers,
on layout, text cutting/adding, colour, selection of photographs, etc.
It was agreed that cost reduction (to WMO) must be explored through copublication, sponsorship, advertising, tendering (e.g. for graphics production
in-house vs outside).
It was proposed that some changes should be made to standardize the
presentation of the document, including fainter iso-lines, standardized data
filters (with running means used only when appropriate). The following
recommendation on standardization was agreed:
Maps
In the 5th review, emphasis is generally placed on political or national

boundaries. It would be better to highlight the coastline {with white or
another light pastel colour land and a bluer sea) and add where necessary
or appropriate latitude and longitude values with lighter national boundaries
and names. (In the 5th edition p.77 would be fine with a slightly bluer sea).
Time Series
The 5th edition contains a number of different format styles with regard to
the plotting of annual or monthly values and smoothed/filtered values.
Improvements can be achieved in a number of areas.
1 ) Scaling of the plots, particularly of the vertical scales should be optimized
to avoid blank spaces.
2) Horizontal lines from ordinate values assist interpretation.
3) Plotting individual monthly/annual values could be standardized by using
bars (e.g. p.18) and histograms (p.21 or 25) as opposed to joined up lines
or dots/crosses. The bars would be better as a larger size (e.g. p.18 as
opposed to p.24).
4) Smooth lines on time series plots should use Gaussian or binomial filtering
functions, as opposed to running means which should be avoided. The
degree of filtering should be stated. [An exception to this would be time
series where specific smoothing has been undertaken for many years, e.g.
the SOU.
5) Yearly axes should be labeled at 5 or 10 year intervals.
Smooth lines can be extended to the ends of time series by padding time
series with sufficient values (equal to the average values of the first/last n
years) required for the filter.
It was agreed events should be set in a historical perspective.
It was agreed that standardized colouring schemes should be used for hot/cold
(red/blue) and wet/dry (green/brown).
It was agreed to carry on the practice of compiling a bibliography from the
submitted references, with the Editor adding items from a search of recent
literature. All contributors must assist the Editor with this.
It was agreed authors should indicate some good as well as bad news,
including end of drought, seasonal forecast potential, some decrease in
storminess.
Adequate text must be provided by authors with each diagram, together with
lead-ins and summaries. Lengthy captions should be provided together with
credits.
It was agreed that authors should endeavour to provide photographic material,
again with credits and captions.
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3.

CHAPTER RESPONSIBILITIES AND CONTENTS
Foreword will be written by WMO Secretariat/Secretary-General.
Introduction and Highlights will be written by the Editor, with guidance on
highlights provided by Chapter writers.
It was noted that additional material may be necessary, noting Chapters writers
will not cover full range of important material.
Chapter 1 will include 1.2 on chronological summary of anomalies, which will
be written by Mr Scholefield. This will also absorb the kind of material
presented on pages 26, 27, 86 and 87 of the fifth edition.
Chapter 2 - Global Atmospheric and Oceanic Circulation. Mr M. Halpert agreed
to be the author. It was agreed that ENSO océanographie changes would be
included here rather than in Chapter 10. It was further agreed that
temperature and precipitation data could be included where there was a strong
relationship to the oceanic/global circulation changes. The following details
were agreed: Mrs M. Voice to provide input on changes to the global
circulation in the Southern Hemisphere, probably in the form of blocking
indices to compare with the NAO data; Sections 2.1 and 2.2 to be merged;
Editor to include changes from warm to cold ENSO and marked change in NAO
index in "Highlights".
Chapter 3 - Temperature and Precipitation. This will combine, where possible,
information on both temperature and precipitation. Regional information would
be presented together with global material not in Chapter 2 (Dr P. Jones to
discuss with Mr M. Halpert). Sea surface temperature would be included in
this section. Dr P. Jones to be lead author in close collaboration with Mr C.
Folland and Ms G. Rosenhagen. Most delegates had appropriate material
available. This included: time series of land surface precipitation and
temperatures and of SST; anomaly and percentage of normal maps;
comparisons of MSU against other low level measurements of temperature;
changes of temperature anomalies with altitude; return periods of recent
monthly anomalies by area for the whole globe; the end of the Pinatubo effect;
the extremeness of 1995 temperatures; the dryness of the Sahel, North Africa
and Southern Europe; a breakdown of warmth and precipitation data for the
former USSR by season and region; details of frost penetration into the
ground; a US climate extremes index; anomalies and events for surface
temperature and precipitation for China, Japan, Australia and New Zealand.
The meeting agreed that the authors must gather and consider all of this
material; also that cloudiness would be considered with minimum
temperatures. It also noted that error bars could now be added to the
temperature anomaly data but considered errors should be reflected simply in
the text. The meeting proposed that boxed items should be included in the
Section describing how global means were calculated and on the Global
Precipitation Climatology project. The meeting agreed that there should be
some emphasis on the recent temperature and wind climate in Japan and
China, and asked that Japanese time series data be extended back to 1900.
The meeting requested the Secretariat to obtain and forward more information
from the Indian sub-continent, and for South America. The meeting considered
the record warmth be included in the Editor's highlights.
Chapter 4 - Drought. It was agreed that Mr B. Garanganga should be the
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author of this Section. Material presented concerned the continuing drought
in parts of Africa, the end of the drought in Australia, the end of the drought
in Southern Europe, time sequences for Portugal, Yugoslavia and Macedonia
showing the length of the recent droughts, and verbal reports concerning
drought in Argentina and the Southern USA and Mexico. The author was
asked to consider all this material, and the Secretariat to gather further
information for South America. The Editor was asked to highlight the end of
droughts in Southern Europe, South America, Southern Africa, and Asia.

Chapter 8 - the Cryosphere. The meeting welcomed the material presented by
Dr W. Haeberli on the extent and mass of glaciers, and considered this to be
a key new element of the Review. Material on snow cover for the Northern
Hemisphere (1975-96), the dates of break-up of river and lake ice in the former
USSR was also presented and accepted as suitable. The meeting accepted Dr
Haeberli's offer to provide a section on glaciers and permafrost, and asked the
Secretariat to approach Dr R. Barry for a further contribution on both snow and
sea ice extent. It also asked the Secretariat to check on the availability of
further information, especially from US sources, on dates of ice break-up on
lakes and in ports. No decision was made on lead authorship.
Chapter 5 - Flooding. Ms G. Rosenhagen agreed to be the lead author.
Reports were presented regarding floods in Indonesia, Western Australia,
Madagascar, Paraguay, Alberta, Montreal and Manitoba. Material was already
available and presented for floods in the mid-west USA (including a comparison
between 93 and 95); various parts of Europe, Northern Africa and the near
East and China; floods on all continents were depicted in material from Munich
Re and from China. Photographic material was available for the floods in North
Germany. Mrs M. Voice and Mr B. Garanganga agreed to secure and send on
further material for the Southern Hemisphere and Africa.
Chapter 6 - Monsoons. Dr P. Zhai agreed to be lead author. A report was
presented on the Australia and East Asia monsoon. Material was also available
from Japan on the East Asia monsoon, and for the Eastern side of Africa.
Information was also provided on water vapour flux and sub-tropical high
indices. It was agreed that a Monsoon Chapter should be kept, and that Mrs
M. Voice/the Secretariat should seek further data from Indonesia, India and
ACMAD; a "boxed" item relating to the S.W. United States monsoon would be
sought from Dr E. Rasmusson (USA).
Chapter 7 - Storms. Mr M. Crowe will be the lead author. Material was
presented on tropical cyclones affecting China, on numbers of North Atlantic
storms, on trends in wind speeds, on low level wind shears (correlated to
hurricane development), on numbers of hurricanes, hurricane days and
tornadoes, and on hurricanes on Canadian territory with associated wave
heights. Tropical cyclone information was available from Australia and from
Mr Abe, at the Regional Specialized Centre for Typhoons in Japan. The
proposal was made for better standardization of storm track diagrams. It was
suggested that the Tropical Cyclone Panel (or Secretariat) may provide
information; that the Chapter may be written with an overview of key
characteristics of the cyclone season in each hemisphere; that lines showing
tracks be colour coded; that figures depict only those storms described in
detail in the text, with storm totals given in the text. The author took note of
the above, and it was further noted that pertinent material may be available
from researchers at the University of Colorado. The Editor was asked to
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highlight the 1995 North Atlantic hurricane season.
Chapter 9 - Biological Systems. Mr D. Phillips agreed to be lead author. No
material was presented at the meeting but several items were proposed for
inclusion - recent impacts on human health (material from Lancet, and from
Lars Olsson at WMO), impact on crops (material in the WMO or FAO Bulletin
on Annual Agricultural Production and in the CSM monthly bulletins, material
from US experts, also from the Annual Survey in the WMO Bulletin), bush fires
(national inputs required), fishery changes (material from FAO/Mr G. Needier),
ecosystems (new UK report expected), vegetation and urbanization (using
satellite data). Dr G. Needier would examine ocean colour data and advise Mr
D. Phillips. It was agreed that only key extracts relating to the review period
should be presented since much of the material could be found in other WMO
publications.
Chapter 10 - Oceans. Mr G. Needier would be the lead author. The following
proposals were made on the content; North Atlantic water mass, regional
WOCE analyses especially for the Indian Ocean and South Atlantic, sea ice
extent including the Ross Ice Shelf, Topex/Poseidon general and ENSO data,
a box on CLIVAR, the Javanese oceanic cold spot. Mr M. Crowe agreed to
check the availability of information on sea ice extent. It was proposed P.
Wadhams be contacted on depth changes in Arctic ice. Material was
presented on salinity and temperature changes with time and depth in the
Labrador Sea, and on the extent of Baltic Sea ice and ice North of Japan. It
was agreed these would provide interesting stories to include. The Secretariat
was asked to check the availability of data on icebergs, noting large ice breakaways on the North Atlantic and Weddell Sea. Dr P. Jones offered to supply
data on the extent of ice to the North of Iceland - agreed.
Chapter 11 - Ozone and trace gases. Dr J. Peterson will be the lead author.
Material was presented on measurements of C0 2 and methane on Mauna Loa,
C0 2 concentrations over the last 1,000 years from ice core data,
CFC/halocarbon concentrations measured at several stations, C0 2
concentrations in the air and sea on the Western Pacific area, global ozone,
single station measurement of the total ozone column, and the Antarctic ozone
concentrations. The material was considered appropriate for the Chapter; it
was further agreed that a boxed item be prepared on tropospheric ozone, that
the leveling off of total halogens should feature as a positive Highlight in the
Editors section, that some reference to sulphate aerosols should appear in the
text, and that the Southern Hemisphere ozone figures should be updated.
4.

FURTHER INFORMATION ON PUBLICATION

Following a presentation by Mr C. Reynolds, it was agreed the publication must be A4
size, but with less glossy paper. Various details on costs were presented which indicated that
overall costs would still be about Sfr. 50-60K. Various options were discussed for layout and
printing including printing in the UK. Mr Reynolds was asked to generate as a matter or urgency
a specification of graphics software to be used by lead authors. Otherwise, it was up to the
Secretariat, Editor and Publications Section to take note of the Committee's feelings including those
reported in Sections 2.1 and 2.2.
5.

TIMESCALES
Instructions on graphics software to be sent out by WMO publications section
within 1 week
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Secretariat to contact those not present by 15 June asking for material to be
sent to lead authors
Material must be with lead authors by 15 August, and then sent to the Editor
by 30 September
After iterations with the lead authors, Editor to ensure material is ready for
printers by the end of January
6.

OTHER BUSINESS ON CONTENT
The committee agreed one special article be written, on CLIPS, of about 2
pages in length. Mr W. Kininmonth would be approached to write this.
The committee reconsidered the content of Chapter 1 (see Section 3, bullet
four) and decided the start of the document should not be cluttered by too
much detail on chronology of events
It was agreed the Secretariat should seek input from the international Red
Cross on world wide climatological disasters
It was agreed that the Review should state addresses from where copies can
be obtained

7.

CLOSURE
The Chairman thanked the participants and closed the meeting at 12.30.
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SUMMARY REPORT OF THE EXPERT MEETING TO PLAN FOR THE
PUBLICATION OF A REVIEW OF THE CLIMATE OF THE 20TH CENTURY
(Geneva, Switzerland, 3 June 1996)

1.

ORGANIZATION OF THE MEETING

1.1

Opening Remarks

Dr M. Jarraud, Deputy Secretary-General, welcomed the participants (see Annex A) to the
meeting on behalf of the Secretary-General and opened the meeting with the following remarks:
"Let me at the outset welcome you to the WMO Headquarters on the occasion of the meetings
on the preparation of two important climate related publications: a review of the climate of the 20th
century and the sixth biennial Global Climate System Review.
These publications should be considered as yet another manifestation of the activities carried
out by WMO to fulfil its responsibility to represent an authoritative international scientific voice on
matters related to climate and climate change, thus supporting international actions to protect the
climate for current and future generations of mankind.
As you are aware, at its twelfth session in Geneva in June 1995, the WMO Congress endorsed
the proposal of Australia and requested the WMO to initiate a co-operative project to publish a
document tentatively entitled The Climate of the Twentieth Century. This document should provide
a century perspective on the variability of the global climate system, on the major climate anomalies
and related impacts, and on progress made in understanding and predicting the climate system,
particularly in the context of climate change. Congress suggested that the document culminate with
some insight into the climate of the next century.
In response to this initiative, it was decided to convene this initial planning meeting. The
principal purpose of the meeting will be to discuss the preparation of such a publication and to
consider the agencies to be involved, possible funding sources, format of the publication, its contents,
sources of information and a draft work schedule leading to the publication of a document at an
appropriate time to mark the end of the 20th century and the beginning of the 21st century."
1.2

Selection of chairperson

Mrs Mary Voice, who took the lead in preparing the a discussion paper for this meeting (see
annex B) agreed to chair the meeting. With respect to the discussion paper, she said that she did not
feel that it was necessary to carefully review the paper but it should be referred to as required during
the course of the meeting.
1.3

Adoption of the agenda

The agenda was adopted as proposed (see Annex C) although it was anticipated that there
would not be adequate time for a comprehensive discussion on the contents of the publication.
2.

BACKGROUND

Mrs Voice described a similar project that has already been initiated concerning the climate of
the 2 0 t h century in Australia. She passed around an ideas book that has been prepared for the
Australian and world projects. Mr Scholefield commented on the support and interest shown in the
WMO project by the CCI Working Groups on Climate Data and Climate Change Detection, by the
Advisory Working Group of CCI, the Advisory Committee on Climate Applications and Data and the
Co-ordinating Committee for the World Climate Programme.
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Dr Sundararaman, secretary of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), briefed
the group on plans of IPCC now that the 1995 Assessment has just been released. He said there will
be a number of technical papers and special reports issued and workshops held over the next few
years to elaborate on information in the second Assessment. Planning for the third Assessment is
expected to begin in 1998 with the hope that it can be released in the year 2 0 0 0 . He explained the
IPCC process, which he felt may be useful in determining how to proceed with a document on the
climate of the 20th century. He offered IPCC cooperation in the preparation of the 20th century
document.
Mr B. Orfila, secretary for the European Climate Support Network, felt that the ECSN would
support the project once it was more clearly defined. He said that the ECSN experience in preparing
the 1995 European Climate Assessment and supporting the annual climate bulletins for WMO Region
VI could be helpful.
The group was informed that a document on the climate of the British Isles is being prepared
and there will be some initiative to celebrate the 50th anniversary of the WMO in 2 0 0 2 .
3.

AUDIENCE AND PURPOSE OF THE PUBLICATION

In recognition that the IPCC Assessments are targeted at the government policy makers and
the scientific community while the Global Climate System Reviews and the annual WMO Statements
are targeted at the national meteorological and hydrological services, the experts agreed that a 20th
century publication should clearly be targeted to the broader public audience at the level of those who
read the National Geographic and New Scientist magazines.
The purpose of this project should be to inform the public on the nature and variability of the
climate system, its vulnerability to human influence, how the climate influenced human activity in the
20th century and how climate is more and more being viewed as a valuable environmental resource
to be managed in a sustainable manner for the benefit of future generations. Furthermore the project
should support the four thrusts of the Climate Agenda.
4.

FUNDING

A number of proposals for funding the publication were suggested such as seeking
support/sponsorship from national meteorological services, national meteorological societies, the
ECSN, agencies involved in the Climate Agenda, the World Bank and the System for Analysis
Research and Training (START). Some co-publishing arrangement was considered to be a very viable
possibility.
5.

FORMAT AND SIZE

A staged strategy was proposed that centred upon the production of 200-odd page document
within the UN agency framework. It was felt that the preparation of such a document be initially
funded by WMO and some of its UN partners following the model of the very successful Global
Climate System Reviews. It was further recommended that an effort be made to attract appropriate
partners, including private sector publishing companies, to jointly support a much broader public
distribution of the information contained in the manuscript using a variety of information technologies
such as interactive CD-ROMS and videos.
6.

CONTENTS

There was a wide ranging discussion on the content with general agreement that the document
should contain a number of stories relating to such things as climate events, impacts, advances in
technology and scientific understanding. Several themes to be woven throughout the document were
suggested such as human dimension/population, technological change, climate forecasting, climate
variability, ENSO and the Sahel drought.
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7.

PRELIMINARY DRAFT OUTLINE

The brainstorming session on contents became more focused following a proposal of a possible
outline for the document. This preliminary draft outline with a number of sub-points is attached at
Annex D.

8.

PROPOSED WORK SCHEDULE

It was proposed that a small task group of 4-5 experts be established to work towards the
preparation of a mock-up by June of 1997 which would include a number of articles, sidebars and
graphics completed in draft form. This mock-up would be used to garner support of other
organizations and agencies in the initiative. The work of the task group would include preparing a
prospectus, developing guidance for authors, proposing authors, developing some funding strategies
and revising the initial outline and advancing it into the mock-up of the document.
Ms Mary Voice and Mr David Phillips were nominated to the task group with Mr Peter
Scholefield being asked to represent the WMO Secretariat. These nominees were asked to select the
remaining members of the group.
9.

NEXT STEPS

It was decided that the first step should be to ask the President of CCI to report the results of
this meeting to the June 1996 meeting of the Executive Council of WMO. A report on this meeting
to the President of CCI is attached as Annex E. It was also recommended that information on this
initiative be provided to upcoming meetings of ACCAD, the Presidents of Technical Commissions, the
Co-ordinating Committee of the World Climate Programme and the Commission on Basic Systems and
the Commission for Climatology which are all scheduled to meet within the next year. A draft work
schedule is attached as Annex F. The initial members of the task group met shortly after the close
of the meeting and developed a draft work plan for the group, given at Annex G.
10.

RECOMMENDATIONS
The experts made the following recommendations:

1.

A phased approach to the project should be followed, with an outline and prospectus for a book
developed first, which can be used to approach a co-publisher, following which decisions can
be taken on whether to explore electronic publishing and/or a wider project.

2.

A small task group of 4-5 experts should be established to work towards the preparation of a
mock-up by June of 1997.

3.

Heads of Climate Agenda agencies should be approached regarding participation in the project,
and for expressions of interest to assist the enlisting of a co-publisher.

4.

National meteorological societies should be approached for possible sponsorship.

5.

CLIVAR should be approached to explore further possibilities for collaboration and an expressed
interest in a companion publication.

6.

Public relations benefit to WMO should be explored further, including potential for this project
to be part of a total package leading to the 50th anniversary celebration of WMO in 2001 or
2002?

7.

Invite WMO to consider a closely-linked WMO Day theme in the year 2 0 0 0 .
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WORLD CLIMATE OF THE 20TH CENTURY
- DISCUSSION PAPER prepared by Australian National Qimate Centre staff for the World Climate Data and Monitoring
Programme

1.

Introduction.

Climate has played a major role in human afifairs this century. Yet the enormous impact of climate
on development during the past 100 years, and its continuing impact on social, political, and
economic institutions, is not generally understood or appreciated. This project would aim to
document and inform and generate interest on: the importance of climate, understanding of the
climate system and climate's wide-ranging impacts.
TEXT FROM WMO CONGRESS XII - meeting held in June 1995.
Congress endorsed the proposal of Australia that WMO initiate a co-operative project to publish a document
tentatively entitled "The [[World]] Climate of the Twentieth Century" which would provide a century
perspective on the variability of the global climate system, on the major climate anomalies and related impacts,
and on progress made in understanding and predicting the system, particularly in the context of climate
change.
Congress suggested that the document culminate with some insights into the climate of the next century.
Congress considered that there should be close co-operation with IPCC in the preparation of the document.
Congress welcomed the offer for collaboration from the ECSN.

Congress has endorsed the concept of such a project (see Box with text from WMO Congress
XEQ. Relevant extracts from other WMO documents are in Attachment 1.
2.

Proposed objectives

Community Objectives
(a) to produce a quality product which would document, inform and generate interest on the
importance of climate in human affairs this century;
(b) to provide a century perspective on the variability of the global climate system, and the
extended insight requested in the Congress XII resolution (see Box);
(c) to make use, where possible, of new multi-media technologies to compile a comprehensive
documentary record of events, episodes and human/environmental impacts;
(d) to use the new technologies for maximising the education/information/entertainment goals of
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the project.
WMO Objectives:
(a) to foster member nation cooperation in documenting the century-scale climate and its
variations and impacts;
(b) to produce a quality product, with which WMO can contribute to marking the end of the
century;
(c) to provide a new interactive web page on the WMO Home Page, both to promote WMO
and to encourage WMO regional input to the web page;
(d) to promote new climate analysis skills and new information technology skills for climate
applications among members;
(e) to involve partners in the project from other UN agencies, public interest agencies and
possibly the private sector in order to enhance WMO climate linkages with other agencies.
3.

Preliminary proposed title:

Options suggested (and various combinations) are:
*

World Climate of the Twentieth Century
... climate on Planet Earth and our livesfrom1900-1999

*

Climate of the Twentieth Century on Planet Earth

*

World Climate in the Twentieth Century
... the role of climate in human affairs this century

Further refinement of the title should probably be considered after the storyline, philosophy, etc,
have been mapped out in more detail.
4.

Products proposed:

A selection should be madefromthe following possible main components:
•

A high quality text and graphics publication. This is envisaged as a "coffee table" book
of around 200 pages. The material would be covered in a descriptive, "attractive" style, with
plenty of colour illustrations (product sub-title: WC20C book);

•

An interactive CD-ROM featuring graphics, text, digital images (e.g., satellite imagery),
animation, and sound/voice-overs, including commentary, interviews, etc. This could be a
"stand alone" information source, but would complement the book by providing a means of
expanding on themes introduced in the book. One component of the CD-ROM could be a
teachers' manual containing suggested classroom activities, references, quizzes, suggestions
on using the package, etc. (product sub-title: WCCD);
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•

A set of Commissioned Essays to document the development of climate science to its
current status at the end of the Twentieth century, targeted to a more selective audience
(product sub-title: Developments in World Climate — essays at the end of the Twentieth
Century DWC essays);

•

A WMO web site with selected informationfromthe other products (product sub-title:
WC20Cweb);

Attachment 2 lists other possible component options, some possible options for allocation of
project component responsibility and brief comment on potential spin-offs from the project.
Recommendation: that careful consideration be given, duringforthcoming planning, to what is
achievable, to appropriate component partners and to offering to others ideas agreed to be
beyond the scope of this project.

5.

Audience.

— suggest interested/informed general public, government planners in agriculture, urban planning
and design, energy, environment, training institutions. This suggested audience may be a little too
broad and needs further discussion and/or investigation. Target audience for "DWC essays",
which would be a more specialist sub-project, may be more specific, eg, scholars, historians of
science, the scientific community and policy makers.

6.

Suggested context or approach.

— suggest strong focus on events, significant periods and human interest.

7.

Content: Starting Ideas.

Some ideas:
— WC20C book: something like the current "biennial reviews" — maybe 200 pages instead of 100,
but not too grand or it won't ever happen.
— CD-ROM: one could imagine some good interactive multi-media segments for schools (riding a
Kelvin Wave through El Nino, living through the dustbowl thirties, "around the world in 100
years, plan your own journey"or whatever).
— "human dimensions of climate and global change": eg about twenty stories/essays (100 words
each)frompeople around the globe on why they like living in the climate they do, and a few
essays on what they have seen change in their lifetime (from some older people who have lived in
one location all their lives). Add a photo of the person and a photo of their local region.
~ schools: small school projects from around the world related to their local climate; represent
every climate zone; include audio and photosfromthe schools.
— regional demographics and acclimatisation, with examples.
-- global urban developments and their interaction with climate.
Overall, it is suggested such a project should not have too much emphasis on climate change and
greenhouse, but be more a documentary record of climate features and variability, somewhat like
the biennial review is now. If "DWC essays" was not adopted as a sub-project, then there could
be a chapter in the WC20C book somewhat similar to the closing chapter in the biennial review,
which has some invited essays on the 20thC — what we have learned about climate, what has been
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special about 20thC climate, etc.
Attachment 3 lists some options for organising material and/or selecting major topics, around
which the content of WC20C book and /or interactive CD-RoM could be based. An outline of a
possible structure for the component option DWC essays is provided at Attachment 4.
Attachment 5 suggests content for a WMO web page for the project, as part of the WMO web
site.
8. Project Development Needs — Starting Discussion Points
At the end of thefirstplanning meeting, there should be decisions on the following:
agreement on whether to proceed
•
•
scope of project
•
agreement on suitable partners and indicative component responsibilities
•
funding options to be pursued
•
outline for an agreed proposal document or options paper
•
outline for an agreed prospectus for seeking partnerships/ funding/ sponsorship
•
agreement to produce a guide for authors/ contributors
• framework for management: overall project management, component management, etc.
•
agreed timeliness and milestones.
9. Sponsors
Thefirstplanning meeting should prepare recommendations to WMO on options for sponsorship
and/or funding, which could be drawn from:
•
•
•
•
•

Commercial sponsorship, eg major multi-nationals with an interest in the environment;
Public interest sponsorship aimed at cost recovery rather than substantial profit, eg National
Geographic;
Public agency sponsorship with or without a cost-recovery goal, eg other UN agencies and
international environment groups;
Commercial publication in partnership with a publisher such as CUP, where the publisher
bears a portion of the risk and has commensurate access to profit;
WMO fimding.

10. Budget
National production costs are provided below as afirstiteration (all figures are provided in $US).
Attachment 6 gives details on derivation of costs and salesfiguresrequired for cost recovery.
Notional production costs, excluding salary costs of working scientists, are:
•
•
•
•

WC20C book:
WC20C book and interactive CD-ROM:
DWC essays:
Web site production and maintenance:

$20,000 - $50,000
$200,000 - $400,000
$10,000 - $20,000
$5000
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11, Development of a Prospectus for Seeking Sponsors and Partners: Marketing the
Concept
— purpose, audience, content, chapter headings, contributing authors, lead co-ordinating
agencies, schedule
12. Participants
WMO role — WMO HQ and the Regional Associations
national roles
program roles — CLIVAR, hydrology, ECSN
UN agencies, eg UNEP, UNESCO
13, Items to discuss at planning stage and contributor/consultant/expertise needs
These have been identified in Attachment 7.
14. Draft schedule and suggested approach
The following suggestion is an outlinefromwhich a more detailed schedule can be built.
Apr/May 1996
May 1996
Jun 1996
Jul-Oct 1996
Oct 1996
Aug-Nov 1996
Oct-Novl996
1996-1998
1998/99
1999
2000

firm

develop a discussion paper
circulate discussion paper
WMO meeting to review discussion paper, prepare an overview
and set commencement plans
write project plan and guide for authors
set up web site on WMO Home Page
seekfirmfunding commitments
up proposal and seek contribution roles and consultancies
preparation
review, revision, editing, CDRoM testing
printing/production
launch
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ATTACHMENT 1
Extracts from WMO documents relevant to proposed project.
1. The Climate Agenda
Thrust 1 and Thrust 2 of the Climate Agenda refer to "much closer collaboration between social
and natural sciences" and "promotion and sharing of climate products and services".
2. Report of the Tenth Session of the Advisory Working group of the Commission for
Climatology (Geneva, 20-22 September 1995)
The working group noted the endorsement by Congress of the proposal.... to initiate a
cooperative project.... "Climate of the Twentieth Century" ....
The advisory working group felt that CCL should contribute through focal persons who would be
drawnfromdifferent regions and who would help prepare material (description of events) for
inclusion in the publication.
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ATTACHMENT 2
Other product component options, options for allocation of project component
responsibility and discussion on potential spin-offs
•

Another possible option is to produce a short video as a supplementary product (perhaps
with the co-operation of groups such as Discovery Channel or National Geographic).

•

There are several likely spin-offs from a multi-media approach:
- some of the material would be appropriate for dissemination over the Internet;
- educational potential: the material could form the basis for, e.g., Open Learning;
TV; resource material for Climate Training courses.

Possible allocation of project components:
WC20C book: WMO in association with other UN agencies
Interactive CD-RoM: National Geographic, Discovery Channel or similar
DWC essays: WCRP/CLIVAR
WC20C web site: WMO

Cable
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ATTACHMENTS
Some options for organising information or selecting major topics
Ten activities: "Climate of the Twentieth Century"
Schools (Our Climate): one school per climate zone
Communities: Reference Climate Stations
I Was There: people talk about the big episodes
Microclimates: major cities
Taming Extremes: An historical study of, eg, afloodbasin, a desert margin and a high latitude
region
Commissioned Essays: history/development
Indigenous peoples: climate stories
Climate Rap: performing, visual, literary arts, sports.etc
Balance Sheet: costs and benefits of our climate
Century of..... ?
Ten possible themes
Climate and people
Climate background
Climate variability influences
Droughts, floods, storms
Major climate episodes of the century
Studying climate
Climate and decision making
Climate threats and issues
The future
If you want to know more
Ten top climate news stories of the 20th century
Urbanisation and other man-made climates
Global warming
Dry thirties
Sahel Drought and its impact
El Nine and modelling climate
Volcanoes and climate
Progress in climate science, modelling and prediction
International climate programs
*
*
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ATTACHMENT 4
INVITED SCHOLARLY ESSAYS
DEVELOPMENTS IN WORLD CLIMATE
ESSAYS AT THE END OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY (DWC Essays)
It is recommended that this be a companion volume to the World Climate of the Twentieth
Century book, but with a somewhat different intended audience.
Purpose: To document the development of climate science to its current status at the end of the
Twentieth Century.
Target Audience: Scholars, historians of science, policy makers, the scientific community.
Model: "Australian Science in the Making: edited by R. W. Home, Cambridge
University Press (1988), ((Table of Contents attached)).
Length: 19-20 commissioned essays, approximately 10 pages each (3000 words plus
illustrations)
200 pages plus Index, Introduction and Preface
Total: 220 pages
Content, style: The essays to be designed to chart the progress of the science, to show
how it has evolved and to assess its relevance toTwentieth Century history. It is suggested that
this should not be a climate text book.
Proposed production: byWMO, using invited (commissioned) essayists, small reference
book, mainly black and white with only 20-40 pages colour.
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ATTACHMENT 4 (cont)
Commissioned essays:
Developments in World Climate
- Essays at the end of the Twentieth Century (DWC essays)
Essay
Weather and Climate prior to 1900
Observing global climate
Technology for climate
1. Obs systems
2. Comms and analysis technologies
Documenting global climate
1. Describing and understanding
2. Analysing and mapping
Understanding the Importance of Climate
1. Impacts of climate in the twentieth century
2. The importance for economic development
3. Impact on lifestyle and national character
Climate science in a global Science Setting
Climate science in Service
1. National infrastructure
2. Agriculture
3. Water resources
4. Energy resources
5. Serving Regional "good neighbourliness"
6. International contribution, international benefits
7. Forecasting climate
Climate Science at the end of the century
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ATTACHMENTS:
DRAFT CONTENT FOR A WMO WEB SITE:
WORLD CLIMATE OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY PROJECT
Perhaps some areas of the site could be accessible by the public, others for exchange among
WMO members.
Announcing the project
News about the project
Participants/contributors
Project plans and guide for contributors/authors
WMO Regions and their special climate features
A brief history of the climate of the twentieth century
- precis of articles/sections/stories as they become available
How to contribute
- photos
- stories
-filmclips
- old newspaper cuttings
Organisation
Sponsors and contributing agencies and groups - acknowledgements and contacts
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ATTACHMENT 6
BUDGET
Assumption: Scientific input will be contributed by member nations and their scientists.
Notional figures for estimation of cost recovery:
CD-ROM: $50 per copy by 5000 copies

= $250,000

CD-ROM and book: $75 pre copy by 5000 copies

= $375,000

Global market could be between 5000 and 200,000 copies
National production costs, excluding salary costs of working scientists, are:

•

WC20C book: $20,000 - $50,000
WC20C book and interactive CD-ROM: $200,000 - $400,000 (estimated 25% additional
cost for CD-ROM to be in 4 languages)

<•

DWC essays: $10,000 - $20,000

•

Web site production and maintenance: $5000
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ATTACHMENT 7
Items to discuss at planning stage and contributor/consultant/expertise needs
ITEMS TO DISCUSS:
goal, philosophy
WMO co-ordination
management and editorial structure and co-ordination
social sciences, history
languages
video interviews with people
commissioned pieces
educational consultant
photo/newspaper searches
CDRoM expertise
storyline development
themes
pathways to information
publicity
drafting of an author's guide
division of labour
launch date and opportunity
technology/production issues
CONTRIBUTOR/CONSULTANT/EXPERTISE NEEDS
Co-ordination
Editorial/editorial board
Educational consultant
Database management
WMO RA contribution co-ordination
National co-ordination
Design and Production
Video and CDRoM expertise
Multimedia authoring expertise
Historical searches
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ANNEX C
WORLD METEOROLOGICAL ORGANIZATION

EXPERT MEETING TO PLAN FOR THE PUBLICATION OF A
REVIEW OF THE CLIMATE OF THE 20TH CENTURY

CSM/Doc. 1
(10.V.1996)

ITEM 1
Original: ENGLISH

GENEVA, SWITZERLAND, 3 JUNE 1996

AGENDA
1.

ORGANIZATION OF THE MEETING
1.1
1.2
1.3

Opening remarks
Selection of chairperson
Adoption of the agenda

2.

BACKGROUND

3.

AUDIENCE AND PURPOSE OF THE PUBLICATION

4.

FUNDING

5.

FORMAT AND SIZE

6.

CONTENTS

7.

PRELIMINARY DRAFT OUTLINE

8.

PROPOSED WORK SCHEDULE

9.

NEXT STEPS

10.

RECOMMENDATIONS
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ANNEX D
PRELIMINARY DRAFT OUTLINE OF CONTENTS
SUGGESTIONS MADE FOR POSSIBLE COMPONENTS/TOPICS AND FORMAT/STYLE IN THE
PROPOSED FOUR MAJOR SECTIONS
Note: These are based on a short brainstorming session and are not necessarily complete or in
logical order. Target writing level: at or just above "National Geographic", at or just below
"New Scientist"

SECTION 1.

CLIMATE BACKGROUND
What is climate
Some similar material to chapter III of IPCC

The major thread running through this section could be Change and variability through the
Century
Actual change and perception of change
Climate patterns
Variability/extremes
How stressors have changed
changes in human activities
population changes, Movement of populations
Change in sensitivity/adaptation
Comparison with Previous climate (Including some paleo-data)
using the phrase "the climate you can count on" may be used to show the reality of living in a
regime of considerable Climate reliability and regularity which also has inherent Variability.
SECTION 2.

MAJOR GLOBAL CLIMATE EVENTS/ PHENOMENA/ VARIABILITY

It was considered that impact stories (on people and all economic sectors) should be included in
each of sections 2 and 3.
Style/format for section 2: Like that of Climate system review, but more
general
El Nino (see National Geographic story in 1983 as example)
Teleconnections
Decade time scale, e.g. Sahel
(Section 2 or 4?) Re-emergence of climate as an issue
Climate as a System
Global warming/Greenhouse effect (a major issues story, set in context)
Urban effects
Volcanoes (general, or specific event like Pinatubo)
Glacier retreat/advances (issues for people)
Causes of variability (link to section 1 )
Ozone
Environmental degradation (eg, deforestation)
Role of oceans
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SECTION 3.

MAJOR REGIONAL IMPACT STORIES AND IMPACT TREND
Climate variability (theme)
Stories related to issues in section 2
Regional scale
Chosen events must fit into a climate variation or trend
Cover economic sectors, eg:
Peruvian fisheries (major theme)
Sahel (major theme)
1930s Dust bowl
Specifics on El Nino - different periods
ENSO event with a forecast (first possible in 1980s)
1918ENSO
River basin floods
Monsoons (good and bad years)
Flooding in Europe (Mediterranean)
Hurricanes/Typhoons (warning system)
Bumper crop years ("normal" and/or "good news" years)
Climate and wine - the vintage years
1962-63 winter in Europe
Tourism
Lessons learned

SECTION 4.

WHERE IS CLIMATE NOW/ WHERE IS UNDERSTANDING NOW?
information change
Satellites
Decrease in specification networks
Climate models (vs weather forecast models)
Evolution of observing networks and systems
Predictions (seasonal)
Climate analysis models
Does climate still matter? (climate risk increasing/decreasing?)
Causes of variability/change
How was understanding climate advanced?
Non-scientist views
Climate as a resource
Climate modification
Key uncertainties (What don't we understand )
Tone to set, end of century/start of new: Positive and/or negative
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ANNEXE
REPORT TO THE PRESIDENT OF CCI

Note for in-depth report of the President of CCI: to the 48th Session of the Executive Council of
WMO
At its twelfth session in Geneva in June 1995, the WMO Congress endorsed the
proposal of Australia that WMO initiate a co-operative project to publish a book tentatively
entitled The Climate of the Twentieth Century, which would "provide a century perspective on
the variability of the global climate system, on the major climate anomalies and related impacts,
and on progress made in understanding and predicting the system, particularly in the context of
climate change".
On 3 June 1996, a group of 20 climate system monitoring experts met and
(wholeheartedly) embraced a proposal that WMO take the lead in a public information initiative
to inform citizens of the planet on the enormous impact of climate on human affairs during the
20th century, the growing influence of humans on the climate system and to expound on the
progress that has been made this century towards mitigating climate-related disasters and
taking advantage of the increasing knowledge and understanding of the climate system. This
group, which included representatives from IPCC, ECSN, GCOS and CLIVAR further proposed
that this initiative be used as an opportunity to promote capacity building, sustainable
development and awareness of the Climate Agenda and its four thrusts.
The experts recommended that this information initiative be based on the preparation
of an eye-catching publication, in paper and electronic format of around 200 pages. The high
quality, descriptive book would be targeted to a broad public audience at a readership level
similar to those who read the National Geographic and New Scientist magazines. It is felt that
this document would not only be valuable in its own right for increasing the public
understanding of climate issues, but will complement the third IPCC Report expected to be
issued in the year 2000. It was felt that the preparation of such a book be initially funded by
WMO and UN partners following the model of the very successful biennial Global Climate
System Reviews. It was further recommended that an effort be made to attract appropriate
partners, including private sector publishing, educational and entertainment companies, to jointly
support a much broader public distribution of the information contained in the manuscript using
a variety of information technologies such as interactive CD-ROMS and videos.
The experts developed an initial broad outline for the basic document and
recommended the establishment of a small task force of 4-5 experts. The work of the task
group would include revising the initial outline, preparing a prospectus, developing guidelines for
authors, preparing a project plan and developing some funding strategies. The task group
should also work towards the preparation of a mock-up by June 1997 which would include
high quality sample (text) and graphics in draft form. The prospectus and the mock-up would be
used to garner support of other organizations and agencies. It was also recommended that
information on this initiative be provided to upcoming meetings of ACCAD (Advisory Committee
on Climate Applications and Data), the Presidents of Technical Commissions, the Co-ordinating
Committee for the World Climate Programme, the Commission on Basic Systems and the
Commission for Climatology and other meetings which are all scheduled to meet within the next
year. Involvement of the National Meteorological and Hydrological Services (NM&HS) will be
crucial to provide comprehensive geographic and climatic zones coverage and examples of
lifestyle/climate interactions. All the NM&HS will be encouraged to participate.
The Executive Council is requested to consider endorsing in principle this initiative and
associated recommendations of the CSM experts and to authorize the WMO Secretariat to
support the creation and work of the small task group during this next year.
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ANNEXF
DRAFT WORK PLAN

SCHEDULE FOR NEXT 18 MONTHS:
1.

Report to EC in June 1996: through the President of CCI

2.

Prepare information document for ACCAD, meeting of Presidents of Technical
Commissions and ECSN meeting: September 1996

3.

Establish a Task Group, with responsibility to steer development of the project over the
next 12-18 months. Tasks to include the following, listed in approximate priority order:
revise outline
examine funding strategies
develop prospectus
develop a strategy (with WMO) on how to credit sponsors of the project
prepare mock-up of part of the proposed publication
approach potential co-publishers (with concurrence of WMO)
propose authors
develop guide to authors

4.

Approach Climate Agenda Committee for support
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ANNEXG
ANNEX G: DRAFT WORK PLAN OF THE TASK GROUP
DATE

NOTEWORTHY MEETINGS/EVENTS

TASK GROUP TARGETS

June 96

Complete report on one day meeting
Locate histories written by Commissions and contact Commission historians

July 96

Brainstorming among task group and others to expand event/topic information base prior
to revising draft outline

August 96

Revise draft outline for September meetings

September 96

October 96

ECSN meeting
ACCAD-6
Presidents of Technical Commissions (PTC)
Commission for Basic Systems

Develop ideas for prospectus
> » John Maunder to make a presentation to PTC
Sample stories: find examples already done
Possible example of a testimonial
Meeting of the task group
(possibly adjacent to CDC workshop in USA (note: CLIPS may be featured at this
workshop)

November 96

Commission for Hydrology

Sample "article"
Prepare mock-up of a small part of the book

March 97

Commission for Marine Meteorology

Possible presentations in the lecture series of the Commissions

April 97

Commission for Climatology

May 97

CCWCP ???? in northern spring

December 96
January 97
February 97

June 97
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SUMMARY REPORT OF THE TASK GROUP ON THE WMO CLIMATE
OF THE 20TH CENTURY PROJECT
(Geneva, Switzerland, 3-5 December 1996)
List of Annexes
Annex
Annex
Annex
Annex
Annex

A - List of Participants
B - Revised Draft Table of Contents
C - Notes on a Proposed Prospectus and Associated Mock-up
D - Draft Guidelines for Authors
E - Implementation Schedule

1.

ORGANIZATION OF THE MEETING

1.1

Opening Remarks

Mr P. Scholefield, welcomed the participants (see Annex A) to the meeting and reviewed
the events that had taken place since the one-day expert meeting on 3 June 1996. He referred
to a 1.5 page project status report that he had been keeping up-to-date and using to brief
interested groups such as the Presidents of Technical Commissions in September and the meeting
in October of WMO Regional Association II. With regard to the meeting of the former group he
felt their comments to be particularly pertinent. In particular, they expressed the support of their
commissions and felt that this project provided an opportunity to promote awareness and support
of the unique and valuable role that WMO plays in fostering international cooperation in the
collection of data and monitoring of the climate. It was suggested that the basic document should
contain numerous concise climate stories, some with a human impact emphasis. It was further
suggested that some consideration be given to refocusing the publication to express not only
what has been learned about the climate of the 20th century but also how this knowledge can
benefit society in the 21st century.
1.2

Selection of chairperson and adoption of the agenda

Mrs Mary Voice was elected chairperson. The provisional agenda was accepted after
clarifying that the project plan would consist of a number of milestones leading right up to the
distribution of the publication, whereas the work schedule would contain more short-term details
and plans on how the first few milestones would be met, focusing on those leading up the next
meeting.
2.

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS BY TASK GROUP MEMBERS

Mrs Eirah Gorre-Dale informed the group of the establishment of a WMO 50 Task Force
that was being established under the chairmanship of the Deputy Secretary-General to develop
and implement plans to celebrate the 50th anniversary of WMO which will occur precisely on 23
March 2000. She thought it would be appropriate if the Climate of the 20th Century Project
could be part of the WMO 50 celebrations. The possibility of getting WMO Day 1999 adopting
the theme of the climate of the 20th century was also mentioned. She also felt the group should
focus on a publication and not get sidetracked on developing possible spin-offs. As an example
publication she circulated a copy of the 130-page document produced to celebrate the 50th
anniversary of FAO entitled "Dimension of Need".
Mr Brad Garanganga in his comments stressed the importance of making the developing
world more conscious of climate and its relation to the degradation of the environment (e.g.
deforestation) and the potential value of using climate information as a resource. He also hoped
that the publication could serve an important educational purpose for the young people in
developing countries. Some arrangement will be needed to ensure that the publication can be
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affordable for those in developing countries.
Dr C.C. Wallen noted the potential value of obtaining insight on the climate of the 20th
century from himself and a few other surviving climatologists who were active during the first
half of this century. Including Floehn, Lamb and Morely Thomas. He agreed that the climate
story in glaciers and some of the large inland lakes such as Lake Chad should be considered for
the publication. He also referred to the lack of understanding of the first global warming period of
the century (1920-1950 approximately). He recommended referring to a 1984 WCP series
publication on climate change.
Mr Chris Folland suggested that the UK Met Office would likely only continue supporting
his participation if the project is well focussed, and practical with specific thrusts that fit with
those of the Department of Defence. He suggested the publication complement and be
compatible with the Third IPCC Assessment scheduled to be completed about November, 2 0 0 0 .
He proposed that IPCC lead authors be given the opportunity to review the publication. He also
proposed similar authorship procedures to those used in the IPCC assessment which would mean
a lead author would be assigned to each chapter. Finally he suggested that at least one science
writer be involved and in this regard proposed Mr Bill Buroughs from the UK who has a good
reputation in writing on meteorological subjects.
Mrs Mary Voice informed the group that a recent survey showed that the climate issues
of most concern to the public were global warming, ozone depletion and air pollution and
therefore suggested that the publication closely link the climate to the environment as well as to
economics. She felt that the project should be promoted over the next six months in an effort to
attract funding which could be in the form of subsidies or a co-publishing arrangement. She said
she would investigate to what degree the Australian Bureau of Meteorology could contribute to
the project, possibly through the provision of graphics and editorial support.
Mr Chet Ropelewski stressed the need to narrow down and focus the project and to
attract good writers. With regard to sponsorship he suggested the American Meteorological
Society and the Canadian Meteorological and Océanographie Society might be interested,
especially if parts were written with a North America spin to them. He suggested a few of the
older climatologist be asked what they thought were the 10 major events of the century.
3.

REVIEW RECOMMENDATIONS OF JUNE 3 MEETING

The group quickly reviewed the recommendations of the 3 June 1996 meeting and
agreed that they formed a good basis for implementation of the project. It was decided to add
the strategy of involving at least one science writer. Bill Buroughs from the UK and Dick Kerr
from the magazine "Science" were t w o possibilities mentioned. They also wanted to stress that
the principal audience for the publication should be those with an upper secondary school
education and that the publication should be educational but not a textbook. It was suggested
that consideration be given to getting some input from school teachers.
4.

REVISED OUTLINE

Prior to closely examining the draft outline proposed at the 3 June 1996 meeting, the
group considered further the themes which it felt should be should be woven throughout each of
the chapters (if possible) of the publication and proposed the following list:
Conceptual and strategic themes
•
•
•
•

Education
What is WMO?
Climate variability & change
Interaction of human influences with climate variability & change
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•

Environmental and Economic implications

•

Human dimensions (stories)

Event-related themes
•
•
•

ENSO
Droughts such as Sahel
Storminess (including Atlantic hurricanes, Tropical Pacific cyclones and extratropical storms such as those in the North Atlantic
In this approach, for example, such a major event as the Sahel drought would not be referred to
just in one chapter but different aspects of the event and/or its impacts would be referred to in
each chapter. The same approach would be followed for the other event related themes in the
above list which would be used to amplify or reinforce one or more of the conceptual themes.
The discussion then focussed on the draft outline proposed at the 3 June 1997 meeting.
Each of the four chapter headings was reworded into an attention-grabbing interrogative style and
a 5th chapter was proposed to deal with implications for the future. Some of the major topics to
be included in each chapter were listed along with a number of proposed sidebars. No attempt
was made to try to incorporate the lengthy list of specific events and topics that had been
previously proposed including an extensive listing submitted to the meeting by Dave Phillips who
was unable to attend. The group recognized that a significant effort was still needed to refine and
finalize the table of contents, taking into consideration the extensive list of events and topics that
had been proposed. It was felt that this could be done in a subsequent step. An attempt was also
made to specify the approximate length of each chapter in pages. The resulting revised table of
contents is attached in Annex B along with expanded lists of possible climate events and topics
which are contained in its t w o appendices.
5.

PREPARE A PROSPECTUS

The task group developed a plan to produce, by the end of May 1997, a prospectus with
a mock-up to promote the publication and attract funding. It was proposed that the mock-up be a
2-page spread built around the hydrological cycle, featuring such topics as the contrasting floods
and droughts of the century, the retreat of glaciers and an illustration of the importance of the
oceans in the climate system as well as in the hydrological cycle. It was further proposed that the
combined prospectus/mock-up be 8-12 pages in length and that about 2,000 copies be printed. It
was agreed that it would be important to include all WMO Member Countries in the distribution of
the prospectus/mock-up. Mary Voice agreed to take the lead in preparing a draft of the
prospectus and others in the group offered help in providing some graphic material for the mockup. Some notes on what should be included in the prospectus and mock-up are attached in Annex
C.
6.

DEVELOP GUIDELINES FOR AUTHORS

The group drafted up some guidance to be provided to all authors to ensure they are well
aware of the objectives and target audience of the publication and the format to be used (see
Annex D). There was also some initial discussion on who some of the potential authors might be.
It was agreed that a lead Author should not also be on the task group.
7.

PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY

Under this agenda item considerable thought was given to the amount of work to be
done and how to proceed. The following pertinent points were raised in this regard:
•

It was proposed to formalize the task group, writing a letter to the president of
CCI to get his concurrence to establish the Climate of the 20th Century project
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under the auspices of CCI. Upon receipt of his concurrence, a letter should be
drafted for the Secretary-General to the Permanent Representative (PR) with
WMO of the country of each member of the Task Group advising the PR of the
role and work schedule of the task group and request concurrence for the
continued participation of the member.
•

It was agreed that the project should use the services of at least one science
writer to ensure the publication is targeted at the level of the secondary
school/national geographic level.

•

The importance of getting a managing editor, under contract, was also
emphasized. Based on the experience of a similar effort in FAO, it was
estimated that this person would need to be able to devote at least 18 months
on a half-time basis to the project. It was proposed that this person would be
invited to attend meetings of the Task Group. A short list was suggested,
consisting of Dave Phillips (Canada), Mike Nicholls (UK) and Mickey Glantz
(USA).

•

In addition to identifying lead authors for each of the five proposed chapters,
there would need to be a number of additional authors to provide articles to be
included in the chapters.

•

It was recommended that, if funds could be found, the services of a managing
editor and a science writer be utilized for the preparation of the
prospectus/mock-up as well as the publication itself. This initial task could be
seen as an opportunity for either or both the managing editor and science writer
to be considered for the bigger task of working on the full publication itself.

•

The funding issue remained a critical factor. Mary Voice offered her services to
draft the prospectus, get the mock-up under way and investigate the possibility
of Australia contributing the preparation of graphics for the mock-up and
possibly the printing of several thousand copies of the prospectus/mock-up. The
possibility of WMO Secretariat funding needed to be investigated to see if
enough money could be found to get through the prospectus/mock-up phase,
including, as required, 2-4 weeks of contract money for a managing editor and
for a science writer. It might also be possible to find some limited amount of
"seed" money to get the publication itself under way. One contingency plan
mentioned at the meeting would be to delay the next issue of the Global
Climate System Review until just after turn of the century which could make
available about Sfr 50,000 set aside in the 1998/99 biennium for the next
edition of the Review. However, this was not considered desirable because the
Review is targeted at a different audience and there would more likely be
sympathy within the WMO structure for funding needs if it is not known that
there was a Sfr 50,000 contingency reserve.

•

It was agreed that the capability and likelihood of letting a contract for the
managing editor of the publication would depend on the success in raising
funds. In this regard, the possibility of adding a fund-raising person to the Task
Group was suggested.

There was some discussion on a need for a communications plan. The desirability of of
publishing in all four official languages of WMO was recogized. Several upcoming opportunities to
promote the project were mentioned including a planning meeting for the celebration of the 50th
anniversary of WMO in December, upcoming issues of the World Climate News, WMO Bulletin
and GCOS Newsletter, World Water Day on 22 March 1997 and World Meteorological Day on 23
March 1997. It was proposed to contact the World Business Council on Sustainable
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Development. It was agreed that full advantage should be taken of the World Wide Web to
promote the publication which would include putting up the prospectus and mock-up on the Web.

8.

PROPOSED FUTURE WORK SCHEDULE
A detailed work schedule was drafted and is attached at Annex E.

9.

FUTURE ACTIONS

At the end of the meeting each of the participants agreed to undertake a number of
specific actions as follows:
All:
propose a focal point for fund raising
name of publication
number of copies of prospectus to be delivered
name of committee
potential lead authors
Brad Garanganga:
explore for potential authors from Africa ideas and input for mock-up, especially
regarding drought
Chris Folland/Chet Ropelewski
promote project and explore potential authors, especially at the upcoming AM S
meeting
ideas and input for the mock-up
Eirah Gorre-Dale
promote inclusion of the WMO Climate of the 20th Century project in the WMO
50 project and as a theme for WMO Day 1999
Peter Scholefield
take steps to formalize the Task Group
explore WMO funding opportunities
obtain a flood photo from Bangladesh
Contact Wilfried Haeberli concerning glacier input
Mary Voice
draft prospectus
refine ideas and coordinate material input for the mock-up
check out the possibilities of Australia donating layout and printing of
prospectus/mock-up
update Home Page
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Annex A
List of Participants

Mr B. Garanganga
UNDP/WMO
Drought Monitoring Centre
c/o Meteorological Service
P.O. Box BE 150
Belvedere
Harare
Zimbabwe
Tel:
Fax:

{263 4) 774890/91
(263 4) 7 7 4 8 9 0

Mr C. Folland
Head of Climate Variability Research Group
Hadley Centre for Climate Prediction & Research
Meteorological Office
London Road
Bracknell, Berks. RG12 2SY
UK

Tel:
Fax:

(44 1344)856646
(44 1344)854898

Mr C. Ropelewski
Chief, Diagnostics Branch
Climate Prediction Center
NMC/NWS/NOAA
5200 Auth Road
Camp Springs, MD 20746
USA
Tel:
Fax:

(1301)7638227
(1301)7638395

Mrs Mary Voice
Bureau of Meteorology
P.O.Box 1289 K
Melbourne, Vic 3001
Australia

Tel:
Fax:

(61 3) 96694580
(61 3) 96694678

WMO Secretariat
Mr Peter Scholefield

Chief, World Climate Data and Monitoring Programme
World Climate Programme Department
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Mrs E. Gorre-Dale

Senior Information and Public Affairs Officer

Dr C.C. Wallen

UNEP/WMO
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Annex B
Revised Draft Table of Contents

CHAPTER 1 .

WHAT ON EARTH HAS HAPPENED THIS CENTURY? (Climate Background) - 30
pages
Anecdotal overview (include e.g. issues, stresses, changes)
Why should we be concerned?
Gee whiz examples
What is climate
Distinguish between climate change vs climate variability
Some similar material to that contained in chapter III of IPCC
Actual change and perception of change vs variability (e.g. drought)
Climate patterns
Variability/extremes
How stressors have changed
changes in human activities
population changes, Movement of populations
Change in sensitivity/adaptation
Comparison with Previous climate (Including some paleo-data)

Notes:

The major thread running through this chapter could be climate change and variability
through the Century. Using the phrase "the climate you can count o n " may be used to
show the reality of living in a regime of considerable climate reliability and regularity
which also has inherent variability.

CHAPTER 2.

HOW IS THE CLIMATE VARYING (Large Scale Variability and Change)
pages

60

Global indices - big picture
Relate to WMO statements
Inter-decadal variability regional examples
Time-region graphs of temperature and precipitation
Cities - temperature (urban warming), smog (climate stories, cessation of coal
ozone), precipitation
Style/format for section 2: Like that of Climate system review, but more
general
El Nino (see National Geographic story in 1983 as example)
Teleconnections
Decade time scale, e.g. Sahel drought
Re-emergence of climate as an issue (Section 2 or 4?)
Climate as a system
Global warming/Greenhouse effect (a major issues story, set in context)
Urban effects contrast with rural
Volcanoes (general, or specific event like Pinatubo)
Glacier retreat/advances (issues for people)
Causes of variability (link to section 1 )
Ozone depletion
Environmental degradation (eg, deforestation)
Role of oceans
Sidebars

El Nino
Glaciers?
Global warming
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Monsoon

Ozone
Urban effects vs rural
Notes:

It was considered that impact stories (on people and all economic sectors) should be
included in each of chapters 2 and 3.

CHAPTER 3.

WHAT DOES IT MEAN? (Major Phenomenological Regional Impact Stories and
Trends) - 60 pages
Climate variability (theme)
Stories related to issues in section 2
Regional scale
Chosen events must fit into a climate variation or trend
Cover economic sectors, eg:
Peruvian fisheries (major theme)
Sahel (major theme)
1930s Dust bowl
Specifics on El Nino - different periods
ENSO event with a forecast (first possible in 1980s)
1918ENSO
River basin floods
History of the mid-Rhine basin
Monsoons (good and bad years)
Flooding in Europe (Mediterranean)
Hurricanes/Typhoons (warning system)
Agriculture: Bumper crop years ("normal" and/or "good news" years)
Climate and wine - the vintage years
1962-63 winter in Europe

Sidebars

-

Topography
Climate anomaly
Climate controls
Regional climates
List of events (see Appendix 1 )

CHAPTER 4.

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF CLIMATE KNOWLEDGE? (Where is Climate
Now? Where is Understanding Now? Case Studies and Services) - 40 pages
climate data/information exchange
remote sensing (satellites, rise and fall of surface networks, radar,
autostations
Climate models (vs weather forecast models)
Evolution of observing networks and systems
Predictions (seasonal)
Evolution from classical climatology to monitoring and forecasting
Client needs
Climate analysis models
Does climate still matter? (climate risk increasing/decreasing?)
Causes of variability/change
Evolution of physical climatology
Lessons learned
Eminent climatologists (e.g. B. Bolin, Geiger, g. Gilbert, H. Floehn, Lamb, C. W.
Thornthwaite, H. Landsberg - called the father of climatology, H. Fritts, Reid
Bryson, F.K. Hare, Budyko, etc.)
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Sidebars

Notes:

-

Health
Tourism
Agriculture
Forestry
Renewable energy
Benefits - Prediction case study

A number of topics listed in Appendix 2 could be included in this chapter.

CHAPTER 5.

WHERE ARE WE GOING? (Prospects for the Future - Bridge to the 21st
Century) - 15 pages
GCOS
UN Framework Convention on Climate Change
Seasonal predictions
Future climate change
CLIPS
Climate as a resource
WMO and the Climate Agenda
How was understanding climate advanced?
Non-scientist views
Key uncertainties (What don't we understand )
Tone to set, end of century/start of new: Positive and/or negative
Climate Change Mitigation
Future technologies
Regional Climate Change
MISC ODD PAGES - 5 pages
REFERENCES - 10 pages

TOTAL PAGES - 2 2 0
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Appendix 1
Selected Climatic Events by Category

AVALANCHE - LANDSLIDES

1941
1962
1963
1966
1985
1992
1993

Torrential rains in Peru unleash an avalanche of mud and rock kill 3000
people
Summer melting loosened millions of tonnes of ice, snow and earth;
landslide destroys six Peruvian villages and kill 4 0 0 0
2000 residents in the Piave R basin of Italy were killed by a torrent of
water that triggered an avalanche
Heavy rains weakened mountain of coal in Aberfan Wales, landslide
buried 145 including 116 school children
A snowcapped volcano erupted in Colombia; the intense heat melted
snow and ice triggering an avalanche of mud; 2 5 , 0 0 0 die
Rain-triggered landslide took 100s of lives in Bolivia
Avalanche in Turkey

BLIZZARDS

1922
1941
1952
1972
1993

Heavy snows from South Carolina to New England kill 120
Midwest blizzard and cold kill 151 people from North Dakota to Michigan
Worst blizzard in 50 years hits Sierra Nevadas kills 26
Blizzard ends four year drought in Iran, but the week-long cold and snow
left 8-m drifts that left 4000 people trapped. 1000 perish in the blizzard.
March blizzard in the mid-Atlantic and New England states was described
as the Storm of the Century and cost $6 billion

COLD SPELL
Feb. 1934

1977-1979
1983
1987
1992

Coldest month of the century in Eastern North America cold winters
1939-42 in Europe; winter blocking and westerlies cold 1970s; warm
1980s and 1990s, Winter 1962-3 coldest since at least 1795 in UK;
snow fell for 39 hours
Eastern United States - coldest winters in 90 years
New all-time world record low temperature at Vostok, Antarctica
Cold winter and spring across Europe
Cold winter in the Middle East and Northern Africa

DROUGHT

Summer 76

1932-1937
1980s
1986-90
1988
1995
FAMINES

Drought over UK and France in 1975-76
Sahel drought and famines beginning in the early 1970s
The Great Drought. In southern UK, no rain for 35 to 42 days
Major drought in the US Midwest, some of lowest river levels in 50 years
on the Mississippi
Dust bowl drought across Great Plains of North America; 500,000
abandon their homes
Second consecutive dry decade in the Sahel
California drought
Mid-West drought in the United States most severe since 1936
Drought in UK
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Sep. 1905
Jan. 1907
Apr 1907
1925
Jan 1930
1921-1923
1928-1929
1936
1939

-

1970-1985
1984-1985

-

Worst famine since 1891 in China
Four million starving in China owing to heavy rains and crop failures
20 million starving in China in worst famine on record
3 million die in Chinese famine
2 million starve in China
Drought and war ruin crops - millions in Soviet Union faced starvation
Prolonged drought kill 3 million in northwest China
5 million Chinese die in what was called "New Famine"
Heavy rains from August to November in northern China cause
widespread floods making 25 million homeless; famine spreads killing
200,000
Famine in the Sahel
Drought and bitter famine afflict the Sub-Sahara; 250,000 starve

FLOODS
1911
1915
1916
1927
1928

-

1931

-

1937

-

1950
1950
1953

-

1954
1954
1966

-

1971
1972

-

1976
1981
1984
1989-90

-

1991
1993

-

1993

-

Floods devastate China; 100,000 drown on Yangtze R
100,000 drown in China in one of the worst floods of modern times
High tide and storm batters dykes - 10,000 die in Netherlands flood
The Great Mississippi flood
Heavy rains capsize Saint Francis Dam in California- massive wall of
water kills 350 people
Heavy summer rains cause Yangtze R. to overflow - 28 million affected;
3.7 million perish from disease, starvation or drowning
Massive flooding occurred along the Ohio R. - 137 people die; $418
million in damages; 7 0 % of Louisville under water
Eastern China flood leaves 10 million homeless
Red River flood in Manitoba; 100,000 evacuated
Spring tides, a full moon and gale-force winds generate North Sea floods 50,000 abandon homes and claim 1835 lives
Yangtze R. floods from the worst rainfall in 100 years kills 4 0 , 0 0 0 people
Storm over Iran produced a wall of water drowning 2 0 0 0 Muslim pilgrims
Heavy November rains lead to flooding that ruins Italian art treasures and
kills 113
Heavy rains cause severe flooding in North Vietnam killing 100,000
Torrential rains triggered a wall of water in West Virginia; flood claimed
107 lives; kill 237 in Black Hills of South Dakota 1973 - Mississippi R
floods to highest level since 1844
Big Thompson River flood
Summer floods in China; Yangtze R reached its highest level this century
Record rains in Eastern Australia cause severe flooding
The Big Wet in eastern Australia produced the heaviest rains and worst
flooding in t w o centuries
Heavy rains trigger severe flooding in China that killed at least 1700
Mississippi flood described as the Great Flood cost $12 billion - surpassed
all floods in recent USA history
Heavy rains in Nepal triggered worst floods in 7 0 years

1914

-

Fog on St. Lawrence results in collision of t w o ships - 1800 drown

1917

-

Two ships collide in fog off Isle of Wight - 627 die

FOG

FOREST AND BUSHFIRES
1993

-

The worst bush fires in 200 years ravage Eastern Australia
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1993

-

Five of the worst forest fires in Canada this century occur since 1980
Santa Ana winds spread more than 12 wildfires across southern
California

HOT SPELLS
1936
1988

-

1980

-

1995
80s &90s

-

The great heat wave and drought in North America
Drought and heat wave in the central and eastern United States; losses
estimated at $40 billion
Central and southeastern US struck by summer long drought and heat
wave - $20 billion losses; 1200 deaths 1990 - heat wave and prolonged
dryness in southern Europe, the Middle East and Northern Africa
The warmest year on record, spanning a period of 140 years
Warmest decades since comparable records began 150 years ago

HURRICANES - TYPHOONS
1900
1906
1931
1922
1928

-

1935
1938

-

1944
1954

-

1954

-

1955
1957
1959

-

1963
1969

-

1972

-

1979

-

1983
1981

-

1988
1991
1992

-

1992
1993

-

Galveston Hurricane - America's worst natural disaster
Typhoon kills over 10,000 in Tahiti
100s die when dam bursts on Yangzi R during typhoon
Twin typhoons and massive tidal wave kill 6 0 , 0 0 0 in Shantou, China
Hurricane in Puerto Rico and Lake Okeechobee, Florida kills 5000, left
350,000 homeless
Hurricane devastates Florida Keys
Great New England hurricane kills 500 and costs $500 million 1942 40,000 die in Bengal hurricane
Major hurricane hits New England kill 389; costs exceed $50M
Violent typhoon kills 1600 people in Japan - 1100 drown in ferries tossed
on reefs
Hurricane Hazel kills 411 people in track from Caribbean through North
Carolina to Canada
Hurricane Diane floods the Northeast; 187 died
Hurricane Audrey kills 550 people along Gulf states
Typhoon Vera was Japan's most destructive typhoon - kills 5 0 0 0 ; injures
15,000 and leaves 400,000 homeless
Hurricane Flora batters Haiti leaving 100,000 homeless and killing 5000
Hurricane Camille slams into Mississippi killing 258 people and causing
$1.5 billion in damages
Hurricane Agnes floods the east coast, killing 105 1974 - Hurricane Fifi
strikes Honduras killing 5000 and leaving 60,000 homeless
Hurricane David kills 2000 people over Dominican Republic, Puerto Rico
and southeastern United States
Hurricane Alicia hits Texas and does $2 billion in damage
Hurricane Bob races from North Carolina to New England inflicting $1.5
billion damages
Hurricane Gilbert devastates Jamaica, Caribbean and US coastal areas
Typhoon Mireille - Japan's deadliest storm since 1971
Hurricane Andrew devastates Florida and Louisiana - worst United States
disaster; $25 billion
Hurricane Iniki strikes Kauai killing seven and costing nearly $2 billion
Only one storm in the Bay of Bengal - the lowest number to occur in 54
years

ICE - sea
Iceberg sinks Titanic in April 1 9 1 2 - 1 5 0 0 died in world's worst-ever sea
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disaster
Recession of the Antarctic ice shelves
ICE - land
Glacier advances and recessions during the 20th century, including the
galloping glaciers
MONSOONS
String of good and bad monsoons in recent years, e.g. Indian monsoon in
1993 was the most favourable for agriculture since 1989
OTHER EVENTS
1982-83
1988-89
198919901991-1994
1993

intense El Nine episode
Cold ENSO in the Pacific was one of the most severe in the last 50 years
Cloudiness continued to decrease globally
Extraordinary rise in the Caspian Sea level
A warm phase El Nine persisted
Northern hemispheric snow cover was the largest in extent since 1976
and the third largest in 22 years

POLLUTION EPISODES
Dec. 5-9, 1952- The Great Smog of London; 4000 deaths attributed to poisonous air; 4 0 0 0
others die of related causes
1985
The Antarctic ozone hole was first reported
Stratospheric ozone depletion over Antarctica during September to
November decreased markedly throughout the 1980s and 1990s
C02 growth rate for the 1980s and 1990s was about 1.5 ppm per year
STORMS
1952
31/1-1/2/53
14/8/79
1960
1963
1970
1985
1991

storm surge in South North Sea
East coast storms flood East Anglia; 300 killed
Storm sinks 19 yachts with loss of 14 lives, Fastnet Yacht Race
Two cyclones strike Bay of Bengal killing 14000 and destroying 900,000
houses
Bangladesh cyclone destroys 1 million homes and kills 22,000
A cyclone and 18-m tidal wave struck the Ganges R delta of Bangladesh
killing as many as 500,000
A cyclone lashed southern coast of Bangladesh; flooding and sea waves
inundate croplands - 10,000 die
Cyclone kills 125,000 in Bangladesh and leaves millions homeless
Recent storms of the century

TORNADOES

May 1917
1927
1953
1965
1974

Tri-State tornado kills 689 in 1925 - deadliest tornado in USA
Tornadoes kill 250 and injure 1200 from Arkansas to Illinois
Tornado destroys part of St. Louis
New England tornado kills 90 and demolishes 5000 buildings
35 Midwest tornadoes kill 271 from Iowa to Ohio
148 tornadoes spawned over t w o days killing 315 in the US South and
Midwest; largest tornado outbreak of a century
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TSUNAMI
WET SPELL

June 1903
1967

Plum rain episodes
Britain's longest period of continuous rain (58 hours)
Freak November rainstorm in Lisbon flooded the city and area killing 450
and leaving thousands homeless

WIND STORMS
16/10/87
1962

Worst windstorm since 1703 hits south-eastern England and Northern
France; 19 died
Great gale in Eastern United States

VOLCANOES
1971
1982
1991

Mount Etna erupts
Mount St. Helens erupts in 1980
El Chichon
Pinatubo injects more aerosols into the stratosphere than any volcano in
this century. Greatest impact on climate since Krakatoa
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Appendix 2
Some Important Topics and Milestones

CONFERENCES
1946

-

1979
1985
1985
1987
1988
1989
1990
1992

-

International Civil Aviation Organization conference results in a permanent
international network of Atlantic weather stations
First World Climate Conference
Vienna Convention for the Protection of the Ozone Layer
Villach Conference - Assessment of the Role of C02
Montreal Protocol to control CFCs
The Changing Atmosphere Conference - Toronto
Noordwijk Conference on Atmospheric Pollution and Climate Change
Second World Climate Conference
UN Conference on Environment and Development, Brazil

HISTORY
Weather played an important part in the outcome of World War 2
LEGISLATION/RESOLUTIONS/NEGOTIATIONS
1990

-

UN General Assembly resolution to establish the negotiating process for
the climate change convention

IMPORTANT PAPERS, SPEECHES AND OTHER MILESTONES
1903

-

1959

-

1961

-

1962

-

1987
1988
1990
1991

-

Orville Wright makes first powered aeroplane flight, after consultation
with the Weather Bureau
US senator proposes that the US launch a weather to collect weather
data and give it out to the entire world
President Kennedy proposes an international weather prediction program
(forerunner of the WWW)
Premier Khrushchev urges that the US and Soviet Union co-operate in a
world weather observation service using meteorological satellites;
countries subsequently agree to exchange weather satellite data
WCED report to the UN General Assembly
Establishment of the IPCC
IPCC reports
Start of negotiations on a framework convention climate change

OBSERVING SYSTEMS
1900

-

1909
1931

-

1935

-

1937
1940
1990

-

Cable exchange of weather warnings and other weather information
begins between North America and Europe
Free balloon meteorological observations started in the USA
Regular aircraft observations of meteorological conditions begins; replaces
kite stations
Floating automatic weather instruments mounted on buoys begin
collecting marine weather data
First radio meteorograph soundings made
Ocean weather stations set up in the Atlantic
Begin installation of the ASOS - Automated Surface Observing System at
1700 sites in the United States
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PEOPLE
1941

-

Landsberg writes first edition of textbook, Physical Climatology

PROGRAMS - WCP, UNFCC
1912
1951
1951
1965
1968

-

As result of Titanic disaster, an international ice patrol established
US Weather Bureau's data tabulation unit moves to Asheville, NC
World Meteorological Organization established
the International Hydrological Decade begins
The World Weather Watch begins

RECORDS AND EXTREMES
Science breakthroughs - GCMs, models
1908
1948
1966

-

1980

-

Solar constant is established
Research at Princeton into use of a computer for weather forecasting
US Weather Bureau introduces model capable of making weather
predictions as accurate as those made manually
ENSO becomes a general public concern and a factor in global warming

Science projects - ISCCP, IGY
1932-33
1957-58

-

1969

-

Second International Polar Year
International Geophysical year provides first concerted world wide sharing
of meteorological research data
BOMEX - the first project of GARP is completed

Services
1910

-

1914
1916
1905
1907

-

1935

-

1940
1948
1950
1960

-

1994

-

First weekly weather outlooks and assessment of water available for
irrigation in the western United States issued to aid agricultural planning
First daily radiotelegraphy broadcast of forecasts for US farmers
Fire-weather forecasts issued
First wireless weather report transmitted from ship at sea
Daily exchange of weather observations with Russia and Eastern Asia
inaugurated
Smithsonian Institution begins making long range weather forecasts
based on solar cycles
First official 5-day forecasts issued
First tornado warning issued
30-day public weather outlooks first issued
First advisories on air pollution potential issued over Eastern North
America
Ultraviolet radiation index forecasts issued for first time

Technological breakthroughs
late 40s 1950s
1902
1928
1935
1948

Weather surveillance radars first used operationally
Advent of computer technology for use in meteorology
Weather forecasts sent by wireless telegraph to ocean liners
Teletype begins to replace telegraph and telephone service as primary
method of communicating weather information
Hurricane warning service established in North America
Facsimile for map transmission
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1954
1960
1962

-

1963

-

1977

-

First radar specifically designed for weather use is unveiled
World's first weather satellite (TIROS I) launched
Soviet Union launches a satellite to investigate the distribution and
formation of cloud patterns
Polar orbiting weather satellite (TIROS III) launched with automatic
picture transmission capability
Real time access to satellite data by national weather services advances
hurricane, marine and coastal storm forecasts
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Annex C
Notes on a Proposed Prospectus and Associated Mock-up

Prospectus
Who is this prospectus aimed at?
Who is this publication aimed at?
What is WMO?
What is the project?
What are our goals? {world-wide distribution)
Why are we excited/why do we see this as important?
Messages
key learning points
learning strategies
Themes and philosophical messages that we want to convey/achieve?
Summary-project plans, timeliness
Planning committee - who we are
Who will write it? (leading experts and science writers)
Our targets - co-sponsors, publishers, partners
Participation sought
If you wish to join
Mock-up
front cover
outline
2-page spread
Hydrologie cycle
Floods, droughts
Climate prediction (NE Brazil)
Human interest
Sahel drought
Climatologists in action
1930s dust bowl
Educate on climate/water link in the cycle
Water storage - oceans, lakes, glaciers
Not exhaustive
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Annex D
Draft Guidelines for Authors

Level of readership
Upper secondary school (National Geographic)
Style
Sidebars - Gee whiz facts & figures
Concise, clear, crisp
Boxes example from 5th Review (p. 30) Define more precisely
Example FAO "Dimension of Need"
Microsoft - Encarta Encyclopedia (CD-ROM)
Hutchinson's Encyclopedia
Written to reader level not scientist
Format
No more than 20 words per sentence
A 4 , 12 pt times-roman
Slightly less than 5 0 % of space in text (approx. 400 words per page) explain
Text by word processor (Microsoft Word, WordPerfect)
Graphics in electonic compatible form
Standard colour palette
Map projection
Story on each spread
Content
Adherence to themes
Geographical balance where appropriate
10-20% of space to tutorial sidebars
Provide high quality photos with appropriate copyright
Target for submission
Editorial strategy
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Annex E
Implementation Schedule

Year

Month

Date

Task

1996

December

19

Submission to WMO 50 Task Force

1997

January
February

31
15

March
April
May
June
July

15

Draft prospectus
Distribution list
Contract for editor of prospectus
First draft prospectus/mock-up

1

Final review
Prospectus/mock-up for EC
Informal meeting in Melbourne
Distribute prospectus
Recruit principal authors
CCI presentation?

17-21
31

Task Group meeting (authors/writers)
Secure funding for future work

August
October
November
December
1998

January

Contract for managing editor of
Managing editor consulting with authors

February
March
April
May
June
July

Contract for lead science writer

First draft of Chapters by EC 50
5-day Task Group 1 st draft review meeting
(authors and writers)
Firm up media plan
Send out 2nd draft for peer review

August
September
October
November
December
1999

2000

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
January

Review comments to lead authors

23

3-day Task Group meeting to review 3rd draft
Proposed WMO Day theme
Send 4th draft for "public" review
Final draft (colour proof) by WMO 13th Congress
WMO approval

Printing

Early-mid month press release

REPORTS PUBLISHED IN THE
WORLD CLIMATE DATA PROGRAMME (WCDP)/
WORLD CLIMATE DATA AND MONITORING PROGRAMME (WCDMP)
SERIES

WCDP-1

WMO REGION m/IV TRAINING SEMINAR ON CLIMATE DATA MANAGEMENT AND
USER SERVICES, Barbados, 22-26 September 1986 and Panama, 29 September - 3 October 1986
(Available in English and Spanish)

WCDP-2

REPORT OF THE INTERNATIONAL PLANNING MEETING ON CLIMATE SYSTEM
MONITORING, Washington D.C. USA, 14-18 December 1987

WCDP-3

GUIDELINES ON THE QUALITY CONTROL OF DATA FROM THE WORLD
RADIOMETRIC NETWORK (Prepared by the World Radiation Data Centre, Voeikov Main
Geophysical Observatory, Leningrad, 1987)

WCDP-4

INPUT FORMAT GUIDELINES FOR WORLD RADIOMETRIC NETWORK DATA (Prepared
by the World Radiation Data Centre, Voeikov Main Geophysical Observatory, Leningrad, 1987)

WCDP-5

INFOCUMA CATALOGUE OF CLIMATE SYSTEM DATA SETS, 1989 edition

WCDP-6

CLICOM PROJECT (Climate Data Management System), April 1989 (updated issue of WCP-119)

WCDP-7

STATISTICS ON REGIONAL NETWORKS OF CLIMATOLOGICAL STATIONS (Based on
the INFOCUMA World Inventory). VOLUME H: WMO REGION I - AFRICA

WCDP-8

INFOCLIMA CATALOGUE OF CLIMATE SYSTEM DATA SETS - HYDROLOGICAL DATA
EXTRACT. (April 1989)

WCDP-9

REPORT OF MEETING OF CLICOM EXPERTS, Paris, 11-15 September 1989. (Available in
English and French)

WCDP-10

CALCULATION OF MONTHLY AND ANNUAL 30-YEAR STANDARD NORMALS
(Prepared by a meeting of experts, Washington D . C , USA, March 1989)

WCDP-11

REPORT OF THE EXPERT GROUP ON GLOBAL BASELINE DATASETS, Asheville, USA,
22-26 January 1990

WCDP-12

REPORT OF THE MEETING ON HISTORICAL ARCHIVAL SURVEY FOR CLIMATE
HISTORY, Paris, 21-22 February 1990

WCDP-13

REPORT OF THE MEETING OF EXPERTS ON CLIMATE CHANGE DETECTION
PROJECT, Niagara-on-the-Lake, Canada, 26-30 November 1990

Note:

Following the change of the name of the World Climate Data Programme (WCDP) to World
Climate Data and Monitoring Programme (WCDMP) by the Eleventh WMO Congress (May
1991), the subsequent reports in this series will be published as WCDMP reports, the numbering
being continued from No. 13 (the last "WCDP" report).

WCDMP-14

REPORT OF THE CCI WORKING GROUP ON CLIMATE CHANGE DETECTION, Geneva,
21-25 October 1991

WCDMP-15

REPORT OF THE CCI EXPERTS MEETING ON CLIMAT CODE ADAPTATION, Geneva,
5-6 November 1991

WCDMP-16

REPORT OF THE CCI EXPERTS MEETING ON TRACKING AND TRANSMISSION OF
CLIMATE SYSTEM MONITORING INFORMATION, Geneva, 7-8 November 1991

WCDMP-17

REPORT OF THE FIRST SESSION OF THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON CLIMATE
APPLICATIONS AND DATA (ACCAD), Geneva, 19-20 November 1991 (also appears as
WCASP-No. 18)

WCDMP-18

CCL WORKING GROUP ON CLIMATE DATA, Geneva, 11-15 November 1991

WCDMP-19

REPORT OF THE SECOND CLICOM EXPERTS MEETING, Washington, D.C., 1822 May 1992

WCDMP-20

REPORT ON THE INFORMAL PLANNING MEETING ON STATISTICAL PROCEDURES
FOR CLIMATE CHANGE DETECTION, Toronto, 25 June, 1992

WCDMP-21

FINAL REPORT OF THE CCI WORKING GROUP ON CLIMATE DATA AND ITS
RAPPORTEURS (November 1992)

WCDMP-22

REPORT OF THE SECOND SESSION OF THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON CLIMATE
APPLICATIONS AND DATA (ACCAD), Geneva, 16-17 November 1992 (also appears as
WCASP-22)

WCDMP-23

REPORT OF THE EXPERTS MEETING ON REFERENCE CLIMATOLOGICAL STATIONS
(RCS) AND NATIONAL CLIMATE DATA CATALOGUES (NCC), Offenbach am Main,
Germany, 25-27 August 1992)

WCDMP-24

REPORT OF THE TENTH SESSION OF THE ADVISORY WORKING GROUP OF THE
COMMISSION FOR CLIMATOLOGY (Geneva, 20-22 September 1995) (also appears as
WCASP-34)

WCDMP-25

REPORT OF THE FIFTH SESSION OF THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON CLIMATE
APPLICATIONS AND DATA (ACCAD) (Geneva, 26 September 1995) (also appears as
WCASP-35)

WCDMP-26

REPORT ON THE STATUS OF THE ARCHIVAL CLIMATE HISTORY SURVEY (ARCHISS)
PROJECT (Prepared by Mr M. Baker, October 1996)

WCDMP-27

SUMMARY REPORT OF THE MEETING OF THE THIRD SESSION OF THE CCL
WORKING GROUP ON CLIMATE CHANGE DETECTION, (Geneva, 26 February - 1 March
1996)

WCDMP-28

SUMMARY NOTES AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CC1-XÏÏ FROM MEETINGS
CONVENED TO PREPARE FOR PUBLISHING THE FIFTH AND SDCTH GLOBAL
CLIMATE SYSTEM REVIEWS AND FOR A PUBLICATION ON THE CLIMATE OF THE
20TH CENTURY (July 1997)

WCDMP-29

CLIMATE CHANGE DETECTION REPORT - REPORTS FOR CC1-XH FROM
RAPPORTEURS THAT RELATE TO CLIMATE CHANGE DETECTION (July 1997)

WCDMP-30

SUMMARY NOTES AND RECOMMENDATIONS ASSEMBLED FOR CC1-XH FROM
RECENT ACTIVITIES CONCERNING CLIMATE DATA MANAGEMENT (July 1997)

WCDMP-31

REPORTS FOR CC1-XÏÏ FROM RAPPORTEURS THAT RELATE TO CLIMATE DATA
MANAGEMENT (July 1997)

WCDMP-32

PROGRESS REPORTS TO CCI ON STATISTICAL METHODS (Prepared by Mr ChristianDietrich Schônwiese, July 1997)

